WHITE

People we love
to work with

The right reward for the right referral*

#94: Photocopy-your-head-guy

Video iPod

Plasma flat panel TV

Watch video podcasts, music
videos, TV shows, and more.

Ah, yes. This is the way TV was
meant to be viewed.

A long night spent resolving tech-support issues. When the sun comes
up, he’s feeling a little wacky. But, that’s cool—he got the job done.
Maybe you know one or two people like him. Refer them to EMC. It’s a
place that recognizes excellence. A place that appreciates individuality.
A place with an office copier.

EMC is an equal opportunity employer.

* To qualify for a drawing featuring video iPods and flat panel plasma TVs, see
campaign rules on Channel EMC: Click Employment > Career Opportunities
> ESG “People we love to work with” Referral Program
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#107: Impulsive-dance-duet

Video iPod

Plasma flat panel TV

Watch video podcasts, music
videos, TV shows, and more.

Ah, yes. This is the way TV was
meant to be viewed.

So what if their moves are a little too, uh, ‘80’s? They just closed a multimillion dollar deal for the company. You might be doing the Macarena too.
If you know people like these, let’s bring them to EMC. We know how
important it is to recognize excellence, we value individuality, and we make
room for those who like to boogie.

EMC is an equal opportunity employer.

* To qualify for a drawing featuring video iPods and flat panel plasma TVs, see
campaign rules on Channel EMC: Click Employment > Career Opportunities
> ESG “People we love to work with” Referral Program
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#32: Run-with-scissors-dudes

Video iPod

Plasma flat panel TV

Watch video podcasts, music
videos, TV shows, and more.

Ah, yes. This is the way TV was
meant to be viewed.

Rubber-band attacks from behind the filing cabinet? Cryptic messages
on the whiteboard? These guys may not always be at their desks, yet,
amazingly, no one is more productive.
Sound like anyone you know? Refer them to EMC. You can say we appreciate character and reward excellence. And we offer multiple runways.

EMC is an equal opportunity employer.

* To qualify for a drawing featuring video iPods and flat panel plasma TVs, see
campaign rules on Channel EMC: Click Employment > Career Opportunities
> ESG “People we love to work with” Referral Program

